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The Story of the Man Who Didn’t 
Have Dirt to Bury His Lion

the lion who
looked after me
for years
looked after me in his free time
looked after me in the forest
slept by my head at night
the lion whose mane
I blow-dried
in the evening
the lion who
made me loveable by
and for …

my lion
died of wounds
that would never heal

“Ah,” loudly he said
with a smile
narrow like an Indian’s,
“Goodbye my friend
Goodbye”1

and then
died
and then I
tried to
throw some dirt
on my dead lion’s body
tried to
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keep a fire alight
at his grave
for a little while
tried to plant a few flowers at least
but
there was no fire
there was no flower
and no dirt
there was nothing there
because my lion
was dead
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in me a hand
in me an eye
in me is a face that loses its smiliness with the seasons
of us                of us
a party             a birthday
pounding till the incident at dawn
smile, you unhappy barefoot!
left in the stairs was nothing but my footsteps
how much for this gray cell that eats

eats the thought?
how much for this trashing trash can full of writing?

in debt, we slid our hands
into our pockets

mother
father
a family has judged my chagrin
and me

I suffer the world only as much as my womb
and my baby will come

my baby
who is the memory of a justice

and his face
his face

will beam in an annual routine
how much for it?
my hand

this is it
my eye
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this is it
I am a face

sympathizing with your grief
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Peace After Cigarette Butt Storm

it’s good enough that a bullet
isn’t coming
death is wounded and now
before it comes
I can sit in the trench
and light a cigarette


